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Instructions and Solutions

Ages 7+
Grades 2+

WARNING: 2+ 50 10 100-1000. For use under the direct supervision of adults.
HOW TO PLAY

1. Choose a challenge card and place it on the game board.

2. Use the guide pieces and the polar bear piece on the ice to create the correct image of the polar bear.

3. If there is a small amount of ice on the challenge card, try to place the puzzle pieces with the polar bears first. If there is a lot of ice but only a small amount of water on the challenge card, try to place the pieces with the fish first.

4. Check your solution with the solutions in this guide. There is only one solution per challenge.

HINTS

- Starter level challenges feature outlines to guide placement of puzzle pieces.
- Studying the challenge card carefully will help you solve the challenge faster than simply placing the puzzle pieces randomly.
- If there is a small amount of ice on the challenge card, try to place the puzzle pieces with the polar bears first.
- If there is a lot of ice but only a small amount of water on the challenge card, try to place the pieces with the fish first.

Starter level challenges feature outlines to guide placement of puzzle pieces. Studying the challenge card carefully will help you solve the challenge faster than simply placing the puzzle pieces randomly. If there is a small amount of ice on the challenge card, try to place the puzzle pieces with the polar bears first. If there is a lot of ice but only a small amount of water on the challenge card, try to place the pieces with the fish first.